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Introduction.

The object of this paper is the study of the convergence to zero of Lebesgue

integrals of the type

\ f(t, u, •••) <p(t, u, ■■■; n, m, --')dE,

and to / ( x, y, • • • ) of singular Lebesgue integrals of the type

J f(t,u, •••) 6(t, u, •••; x,y, •••; n,m, --^dE,

where E is a limited, measurable field in space of i dimensions, / is a function

of i variables, (a:, y, • • - ) is a fixed point in E, and n, m, • • • are j para-

meters that grow infinite simultaneously but independently^ In a recent

memoir Lebesgue % has considered the same problems for the case where

i and ,; are unity. The main part of the present discussion consists in the

extension of his theorems so that they will apply to the more general integrals.

The proofs of these theorems are long, and accordingly, in those cases where

important new difficulties are not encountered by the addition of more vari-

ables, and also in certain other relatively unimportant instances, the proofs

are omitted.

These integrals arise, in practice, especially in connection with the develop-

ment of functions in series of normal functions, where the coefficients have the

* Presented to the Society, April 27, 1912.

11, e., n, m, ■■■ belong to sequences which are independent except that they diverge to

plus infinity at the same rate. This restriction concerning the rate is essential only to the
proofs that the conditions are necessary. In all the convergence theorems of this paper, then,

the conditions remain sufficient without this restriction, provided only it be understood that

everywhere multiple, not iterated, limits are meant.

t Annales de la Faculté de Toulouse, ser. 3, vol. 1 (1909), pp. 25-128. Cf.
also two theorems of Hobson in which the sufficient conditions of two of Lebebque's theorems

are extended so as to apply to the more general integrals, Proceedings of the London

Mathematical Society, ser. 2, vol. 6 (1908), pp. 349 ff.
42
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form of the first integral, and the sum of the first nm • • • terms can be put

in the form of the second. As applications of the theory, therefore, I have

given necessary and sufficient conditions that the coefficients of such a series

converge to zero, and have proved a theorem concerning the development

of a function in double Fourier series. Finally, I have indicated some appli-

cations which may be made to the evaluation of multiple integrals by means

of series. As far as I know, the best recent work on the subject of double

Fourier series has been done by Hardy * (1906). Other articles that have come

to my notice are those written by Ascoli f (1880), by Picard % (1901), by

Cerní § (1901), and by Vergerio || (1911). Theorems corresponding to

mine on the evaluation of definite integrals, for the case where the integrands

are functions of a single variable, have been given by W. H. Young. 1f In

a paper on Sturm-Liouville series of Normal Functions in the Theory of Integral

Equations, Mercer ** has had occasion (page 124) to prove for one variable

the sufficiency of Io in my eighth theorem. Of his two fundamental con-

vergence theorems, the first may readily be deduced from the sufficient part of

my Theorem 1, and the second has no close connection with any of my theorems.

§ 1. Conditions that the integral

f(t,u, •••) <b(t, u, •••; n, m, --^dA,

where A is any limited, measurable field in space of i dimensions, / and <t> are

defined in A, and n, m, • * • are j parameters that grow infinite simultaneously

but independently, ft may exist, for sufficiently large values of n, m, • • •, as an

absolutely convergent Z-integral %t aQd approach zero for all functions/, of i

variables, belonging to one of the families specified below, may be stated in

the several cases as follows:

Theorem 1: If F is the family Pi of absolutely L-integrdble §§ functions, it is

'Quarterly Journal of Mathematics, vol. 37 (1906), p. 53.
t'Atti del la Reale Accademia dei Lincei, Memorie, ser. 3, vol. 8 (1880),

pp. 263-319.
ÎTraité d'Analyse, 2d ed. (1901), p. 294.
§Reale Istituto Lombardo, Réndieonti, ser. 2, vol. 34 (1901), p. 921.
IIGiornale di Matematiche, vol. 49 (1911), pp. 181-206.
f Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society, ser. 2, vol. 9

(1910), p. 464.
••Transactions of the Royal Society of London, A, vol. 211 (1911), pp.

Ill if.
ft After obvious verbal changes, these theorems are valid also in case the parameters converge

to a fixed point (n0| «o, • • • ) simultaneously but independently. See also the first foot-

note to this paper.

ÎÎ I. e., integral in the sense of Lebesgue.

{{It should be noted that the conditions automatically require 4 to be absolutely L-integrable,
when the parameters are large, except in Theorem 6, where this requirement is separately

stated.

.
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necessary and sufficient that (Io) M exist so that \ <b | be less than M when *

n, m, • • • > nM, except perhaps at a null set of points; and that either (2°) the

integral of <b over each measurable set a in A, or else (2a°) the integral of <j> over

each standard cube f q, approch zero as n becomes infinite.

Corollary : If F is the family F[ of L-integrable functions having only a finite

number of values in A, it is necessary and sufficient that 2° of the theorem be

satisfied.

Theorem 2: If F is the family F2 of functions whose squares are L-integrable

in A, it is necessary and sufficient that (Io) M exist so that the integral over A

of <j>2 be less than M, when n,m, • ■ • > nM, and that either 2° or else 2a° of Theorem

1 be satisfied.

Theorem 3 : If F is the family Fz of functions which are limited and L-in-

tegrable in A, it is necessary and sufficient that (Io) M exist so that the integral

over A of the absolute value of <b be less than M when n,m, • • • > n.v, and that 2°

of Theorem 1 be satisfied; it is also necessary and sufficient that (la°) there exist

for an arbitrary y > O two numbers, \y > O, and ny, so that for every measurable

set b in A whose measure is less than \, the integral over b of the absolute value

of <b is less than y when n,m, • • • > ny, and that 2a° of Theorem 1 be satisfied.

Corollary 1 : The meaning of condition \a° is not changed if either of the

following substitutions be made. (1) The integral of the absolute value of <f>

may be replaced by the absolute value of the integral,% or (2) b may be replaced by

an infinite set of non-overlapping, § standard cubes {g,} .

Corollary 2: For the truth of the conclusion, la° and 2° are likewise necessary

and sufficient; but 1° and 2a° are necessary and not sufficient.

Corollary 3: If <j> does not change sign in each of a finite number of measurable

sets whose sum is A ,2° is necessary and sufficient.

Theorem 4: If F is the family Ft of "simply discontinuous functions"

( defined below § 3) in the limited, dense, metric || set C, it is necessary and sufficient

that (Io) M exist so that the integral over C of the absolute value of <b be less than M

when n, m, • • • > nM, and that (2°) the integral of <b over each dense, metric

set c in C approach zero as n becomes infinite.

Corollary: If F is the family F\, a partial family of F 4 defined by means of a

particular, previously chosen division of C: Ci + • • • + C^ (see § 3), it is sufficient

* I use nut in place of the customary n¡¡ to denote a fixed number. In the proof of the

necessary part of this theorem I need to use a sequence of M's and a corresponding sequence of

«¡if's .   Similar reasons hold for analogous notations in other theorems.

11, e., a cube in space of i dimensions whose edges are parallel to the coordinate axes. Since

<t> is defined only in A , the integral is taken over only those points of q that are in A .

t In this form the condition is that the integral of <t> over A be "equi-absohitely continuous"

in the sense of Vitau (Rendiconti di Palermo, vol. 23 (1907), p. 139).

§ Except perhaps in their boundary surfaces.

|| I. e., having content in the sense of Cantor, cf. Pierpont, Theory of Functions of Real

Variables, vol. 2, p. 1.
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that Io hold, and that (2a°) for each C, 2a° of Theorem 1 be satisfied, the integral

being taken over only that part of q which is in C¡(i = 1, • • •, u)

Theorem 5 : If F is the family Ft of continuous functions of hoo variables in

the region D (defined below, §4), ¿i ¿s sufficient that (1°) M exist so that the integral

over D of the absolute value of <j> be less than M when n, m, • • • > n¡t, and that

(2°) the integral over D of <j> approach zero as n becomes infinite, and that (3°)

for each e the integral over e of (t cos a + u sin a — p) d> approach zero as n

becomes infinite, where e, a, and p are as defined below * (§4). It is necessary

that the same conditions be satisfied, except that the region eis tobe replaced by the

region d (defined below, § 4).

Theorem 6: If F is the family Ft of functions " monotone increasing with

respect to the point sets {Bx}" (defined below, §5), it is sufficient that d> be

absolutely L-integrable, and that (Io) the integral of <j> over Bk approach zero uni-

formly for all \'s as n becomes infinite. It is necessary that (2°) M exist so that,

if n,m, • • • > n¡i, 4> is absolutely L-integrable and the absolute value of its

integral over BK is less than M for all \'s uniformly, and that (3°) for each value

of X this integral approach zero as n becomes infinite.

Corollary 1 : If F is the family F'6 of functions of two variables of limited

variation in the sense of Hardy t, it is sufficient that Io be satisfied uniformly for

all BK's, when Bk and A are " simple domains containing the origin, and the

coordinates of each point of A are positive or zero." %

Corollary 2: If F is the family F'6' of functions of two variables having

limited variation in the sense of Pierpont § the conditions 2° and 3°, with ref-

erence to each set of "monotone increasing sets {BK}," are necessary, B^ and

A being as in Corollary 1.

It is to be noted that if a function of two variables has limited variation in

the sense of Hardy it may be expressed as the difference of two functions

monotone increasing || with respect to the coordinates, but that not all functions

which may be so expressed have limited variation. On the other hand, not

all functions that have limited variation in the sense of Pierpont may be ex-

pressed as the difference of two such functions, but all functions that are so

expressible do have limited variation. Example 1. The function which equals

zero in that half of the square (0<a;,y<l) that lies between the origin

and the line, x + y = 1 , and equals unity in the remainder, is monotone in-

* These conditions are less severe than those of Theorem 4, even when C is replaced by D.

fHARDY. Quarterly Journal of Mathematics, loc. cit., p. 58. Cf. also Le-
besgue, Annales de l'Ecole Normale, ser. 3, vol. 27 (1910), p. 408.

Î In the paper mentioned in the preceding note (p. 445) Lebesgue defines such a domain as

one having the property that, if the point P belongs to it, so does the rectangle formed by the

coordinate axes and perpendiculars to them through P .

§ Pierpont, loc. cit., vol. 1 (1903), p. 518.

|| Cf. Hardy, loc. cit., p. 58 (14), and p. 59 (i). Functions of limited variation, as Hardy

defines them, are limited and are expressible as the difference of two limited monotone in-

creasing functions.
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creasing and has limited variation in the sense of Pierpont, but not in the

sense of Hardy. Example 2. The function which is equal to unity in the

circle, x2 4- y2 = 1, and to zero elsewhere in a square enclosing this circle is

not the difference of two limited monotone increasing functions, and con-

sequently does not have limited variation in the sense of Hardy, but it does

have limited variation in the sense of Pierpont.

Proofs of the preceding theorems.

§2. Proofs of Theorems 1 and 2.—The proofs of these theorems for the

conditions Io and 2° are similar to those given by Lebesgue for the one-dimen-

sional case. The substitution of 2° for Lebesgue's 2a° simplifies the work,

especially if the corollary of Theorem 1 be established first. To show the

necessity and sufficiency of the other conditions the following lemmas will be

used.

Lemma * 1: If each of two functions is absolutely L-integrable in the limited,

measurable field A, and one of them is limited, except perhaps in a null set, their

product is also absolutely L-integrable in A .

Lemma 2: If la° of Theorem 3 is satisfied, then 1° is also satisfied.

Suppose 7=1. By hypothesis Xi > 0 and therefore t A / Xi < oo .

Set M = 2Í"/Xi,_and let A = Ai+ ■ ■_■ +AP, where |\i < A¡ < Xi, i = 1, 2,
• • •, p. Then A > |pXi, or p < 2A / Xi = M. By hypothesis there exists

an «i so that

I   [<i.|<l   (n, m, ■■■ >m, i = 1, •••, p).

■'•  \   \<t>\ = 2l  j    \<l>\ < p < M     (n,m, ••• >ni).
Ja i  Jáí

Lemma 3 : If\a° and 2a° of Theorem 3 are satisfied, then Io and 2° are satisfied,

but Io and 2a° are not sufficient to ensure 2°.

By the preceding lemma, Io is satisfied if la° is. To establish 2°, let y be

greater than zero and arbitrary, and let a be an arbitrary, measurable set in

A, and enclose a in a set of non-overlapping, standard cubes, qi, q2, • • •,

and suppose p, depending on \ and a, to be so chosen that

(1) q\ + • • • + qP + çVh + • • • - ö < xy,
and

(2)_ qp+l+---<\.

'Annales de l'Ecole Normale, loe. cit., p. 374, § 13. In the beginning of this

article will be found the principal properties of "measure" and of multiple L-integrals used

in the present paper. For a more complete treatment the reader should consult Pierpont,
loc. cit., vol. 2.

f Let "measure of u" be denoted by w .   See preceding note.
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Then, by (2) and la0, and by (1) and la°,

(3) I     <f>-   I     d>   =     I       d>\<y (n, to, ••• >ny),

i i p+i

(4)
If f If

I/A 1/ao */oo

2?< Síi -o
1 1

Adding (3) and (4), and using 2a°, viz.,*

d> \< y («, m, ••• >np,y - Ny,a),Ii
we have

Xd>\<Zy (n, m, ■■• >ny, Ny,a)

An example of a function satisfying Io and 2a° but not 2° is given below, t

Lemma 4: 7/1° of Theorem 2 is satisfied, so is la" of Theorem 3.

For, for any y > 0 we may select Xy > 0 so that VXy M < y, and then,

if 6 < Xy and 6 is in A, by the inequality of Schwarz, %

\J <t>  < -yjj<t>2 j 1 < l/Mb< VMXyKy.     (n,m, ••• >nM).

Now, in Theorem 2, the necessity of 2a° follows from the necessity of 2°.

Io and 2a° are sufficient because, from them, by Lemmas 4 and 3, 2° follows,

and Io and 2° are already known to be sufficient.

Similar considerations complete the proof of Theorem 1, for evidently, if

Io of Theorem 1 is satisfied, so is Io of Theorem 2.

Proof of Theorem 3.—Lebesgue's method suffices to show that la0, 2°,

and 2a° are necessary. From Lemma 2 it then follows that Io is necessary.

By Lemma 3, then, all that remains to show in order to establish the theorem

is that Io and 2° are sufficient.

Let — F <f<F, and let the interval ( — F, F) be divided by the points,

ao=— F, oi, 02, • • • ,ap = F, so that Oi+i — a¿ < « /2M, i — O, • • -, (p—1).

For each of these values of i let et be the set of points in A where a< < /<a¿+i,

and let g be the function which equals a¡ in each e¡.   Then, by Lemma 1,

* np, y is a fixed number after p and y are chosen, and p depends only on y and a .

t In the proof of Corollary 2.

lAnnales de l'Ecole Normale, loe. cit., p. 442.
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if n, m, • • • > nM.   But, by the corollary to Theorem 1, and by 2°,

I i*
(2) I g<b \< ^ . ( n, m, • • • > «p,, ).

¡Ja -

By the addition of (1) and (2) the theorem is now established.

Proof of Corollary 1 (Theorem 3).—Since the absolute value of the integral

of a function is at most equal to the integral of its absolute value, it is

evident that all that requires proof in (1) is that, assuming that for each

7 > 0 there exist Xy > 0 and ny so that the absolute value of the integral

over 6 of 0 is less than y if b < \, and n, m, ■ • • > ny, then la° follows.

To prove this, having fixed n, m, • • • > ny, we may divide b into two parts

V and b", so that <f> is nowhere negative in V, and everywhere negative in b".

Both V and b" are now special cases of b.

(2) is readily established, since, if b < \\, there exists a set of non-over-

lapping,* standard cubes { q,. } , enclosing b, so that

- _ X   _  "

b^.-f^11q¡<\-

Proof of Corollary 2 (Theorem 3).—The following function satisfies Io and

2a°, and not 2°.

Let A = (0, 1), { n } = 1, 2, 22, ■ ■ • . Divide the interval (0, 1) by

the points 0,l,|,(e)2,(i)3, ---.andlet Í.-[(*)*", (*)*], t-0,1, ••-.

Divide each 5, into two equal intervals. ô't and 5" .   Let

<b (t, n) = n in each o'¡, 0 < t < 1 / n,

= — n in each 5^', 0 < t ^ 1 / n,

= 0 at t = 0, and where t > 1 / n.

This is the function desired.    It shows that Io and 2a° are not sufficient.    The

rest of the corollary follows from Lemma 2 and the theorem.

§ 3. Explanation and Proof of Theorem 4.—We shall say that / is " uni-

formly continuous " in a limited, metric,t dense set C, if it is defined in C,

and for each « > 0 there exists a finite set of non-overlapping,t standard

cubes, qi, q2, •••»??> enclosing C, so that § in each q osf < e. It is known

that this condition is satisfied if, in particular, C is perfect, and / is continuous

in C.

* Except perhaps in their bounding surfaces.

t See footnote to Theorem 4, § 1,

t Except perhaps in their bounding surfaces.

§ " Os/ " is an abbreviation for "oscillation of /," i. e., max / — min /. I use the terms

maximum and minimum in the sense of upper and lower limits, not of greatest and least

values. In the proof, after the first clause and until equation (4) is reached, / refers only to

those values of / in Ct.
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We shall say that / is " simply discontinuous " in the same set C if it is

defined in C and there exists a division of C into a finite number of metric,

dense parts so that in each part / is uniformly continuous.

Sufficiency.—For a chostn/, let C, be one of these metric, dense parts of C,

and let C» be enclosed in gx, • • • , qp, so that in qj

(1) Os/<  e 0-1,  ■■■p).

Let g = kj = min / in q¡ ( j = 1, • • • , p ).   Then by 2°, the integral over q¡

having reference only to that part of q, which is in C<,

(2) ) g<t> =  \ g<t>-\-+  f g<t> = h C <¡> + ■■■ +kp f <t>,
J d Jqx Jqp Jqi Jqp

and approaches zero as n becomes infinite.   By (1) and Io.

(3) \\U- \ 9<t>  =    f (/-0)<*>R« /  | « ! < eM       («,"», ••• >«*)•
I«/Cj «/C4        I        I «/Ci I t/cj

From (2)

I f
I  g<t> \< « y ( n, to , • • • > n« )

\J a     I

and this added to (3) shows that the integral over C,- of f<f> approaches zero

as n becomes infinite.    Hence, since the number of C's is finite, and since

(4) S f/«=   ff>,
t/Ci Jc

the last integral also approaches zero.

It is apparent that this proof applies to the corollary.

Necessity.—2° is evidently necessary, for, if a c exists for which 2° is not

satisfied, the theorem is contradicted by the function which equals unity in

c and zero elsewhere.

I will now show that if Io is not satisfied there exists a continuous function,

which also vanishes on the boundary of C, contradicting the theorem.

Lemma 1 : Let Q be a finite set of non-overlapping,* standard cubes, and let

f (t, u, ••') be defined in Q, and, for some h > 0, let the integral over Q of

the absolute value of \p be greater than h. Then there exists in Q a continuous

function, p (t, u,• • ' ), which is numerically < 1, and which vanishes on the

boundary of Q, such that the integral over Q of pyf/ is greater than h.

This may be shown by a method used by Lebesgue in his proof of the

theorem corresponding to Theorem t 4.

* Except perhaps in their bounding surfaces,

t Loc. cit., p. 61.

Tram. Am. Math. 8oc. 4.
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Lemma 2: //, in the hypothesis of Lemma 1, C be substituted for Q, then there

exists in C a continuous function g, vanishing on the boundary of C, so that the

integral over C of g^ is greater than h, and \ g | < 1.

By hypothesis there exists a 7 >. 0 so that

(1) fc\4\>h+y.

Since by hypothesis C cannot have content zero, for an arbitrary f > 0

there exists a Q set of cubes, all points of which are in C, so that

(2) 0 < C - Q < f.

Choosing f > 0 so that, by a known theorem,*

(3) X^l<7'       if       ~h<*>

we have, by (2) and (3),

0 Z   f 1*1-  f\*\=f    \+\< 7-
Jo Jo Jc—o

Hence, by (1),

f|*|>A.
Jo

Now, using Lemma 1, let g be equal to p in Q and to zero in the rest of C.

Then

\ g4>=   \ pyp> h,
Jc Jq

and, since p vanishes on the boundary of Q, g satisfies the requirements of

the lemma.

We continue now the proof of the theorem.   If Io is not satisfied; for each

No, and each h0> 0, there exist no, mo, ■ • • > N0 so that

J I <b (n0, m0, ••■){> h

Then by Lemma 2 there exists in C a continuous function ^0, vanishing on

the boundary of C, and numerically ^ 1, so that

J go<t> (n0, m0, • • • ) > ho.

We may now proceed without difficulty in the manner outlined by Lebesgue.f

■Annales de l'Ecole Normale, loe. cit., p. 374.
t A n n a 1 e s de la Faculté de Toulouse, loe. cit., p. 61.
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§ 4. Explanation and Proof of Theorem 5.—We make the following defin-

itions. D is a complete, metric * region in the ¿w-plane containing a point 0

such that every straight line through 0 cuts the closed curve forming the

boundary of D in exactly two points. There shall exist a fixed number which

is greater than the number of intersections of the boundary of D with any

straight line. That portion of D which lies on the opposite side from 0 of any

straight line is denoted by d; it includes its boundary; if the line passes through

0, each portion is denoted by d. The equation of this striaght line shall be:

I cos a + u sin a = p. That portion of d which lies between two radial lines,

including at 0 an acute angle, is denoted by e; e also includes its boundary.

We begin by showing that the surface / may be approximated by a

continuous surface F made up of plane facets. Let « > 0 and S > 0 be

such that, in any region which can be enclosed in a circle of diameter

less than 5, os/ < e.   Let D be enclosed in a regular polygon Q, whose

Fig. 1.

center is 0 and whose sides have a length < § 5, and let Q be subdivided in

the following manner. AZ being any side, triangle AZO is partitioned by

parallel lines, A' Z', A" Z", • • •, AZ, into parts so small that each can be

enclosed in a circle of diameter less than 5. Each of the finite number of

sides of all these parts is cut by the boundary of D at most a finite number of

times, so that there are between OA and OZ a finite number of points of inter-

section, A°, B, C, • • •, Z°; A° and Z° lying on OA and OZ respectively, and

perhaps coinciding with some points already named. Draw the lines 056,

OCc, • • •; b, c, • • • being in AZ; and fix the attention on Si, the part of D

in .406. Let B', B", ■ ■ • be the intersections of Ob and A' Z', A" Z",

For some i, OA(i) ^ 0A° ^ OA(i+1). By construction, as one goes along the

boundary of D from A°, the next point of intersection B with the network is

on Ob and also on a line parallel to AZ. This point of intersection will there-

fore coincide with B(i_1), B(i), 5(i+1), or B(i+2>. Without loss of generality,

as will become apparent, we may suppose that B(i) = B, and that D contains

A«> OB. Draw A" B', A'" B", ■ • •, A^l~> B«. Let r, be OA' B', r, be
A' A" B', ••■, tk be the part of Sx in ^4(i+1) A™ Bw, and rj the part in

* See note to Theorem 4, § 1.
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^(•+1) fid) #(>+».   The essential characteristics of each t are that in it

(1) os/<«,

and, except in the case of tj , and perhaps of rK, the three vertices are points

of D. Let y (j?(*+1)) be a point whose projection on the ¿«-plane is 5(<+1)

and whose distance from it equals the distance of / (5W ). If A^i+V> does not

belong to D, let y (^4(<+1)) be a point whose projection is A^i+1) and whose

distance equals the distance of / (A(i) ). Through the points of the/ surface,

f(0),f(A'),f(B'), pass a plane Pi, and let the part whose projection is ri

be 7Ti. Proceeding in a similar manner with the other t's (using the y's

just defined at vertices where / is not defined), and continuing the process

over all the other sectors, S2, S3, • • •, we shall have finally the surface F of

facets desired; for, since the distance of every other point of any facet from

the ¿«-plane lies between the greatest and least distances of its vertices, by (1)

(2) \F-f\<e.
We will now show that

r

(3) F=c + T,f>,
1

where /,• = a< (t cos a¡ + u sin a, — p¡) in eiy fi = 0 in D — eit c = f (0)

= F (0), a constant, and a,-, p¿, and e¿ satisfy the definitions of a, p, and e

of the hypothesis. Let the equation of the plane P,; be z = P¿ (t, u), since

no facet is perpendicular to the ¿«-plane, and let /1 = Pi ( ¿, « ) — c in Si,

= 0 in D — Si. The line in which the plane, z = Pi(t, u) — c, cuts the

fa-plane (since no facet need be parallel to the ¿«-plane *) passes through 0,

and may therefore be written t cos c*i + « sin o¡i = 0. The equation of Pi,

is therefore, z = ai (t cos ai + u sin ai) 4- c, and we may write:

/1 = ai (t cos ai 4- m sin ai) in (ei = Si),

= 0 in D — ei.

(4) z = c+fi is Pi in ei,

is tti in til

is 3 = c in D — Si.

Plane P2 intersects Pi in a line whose projection is A' B'. Let/2 = P2(t,u)

— Pi (t, u) in (e2 = Si — n), =0 in D — e2. Evidently z = P% — Pi

is the equation of a plane which intersects the ¿«-plane where P2 = Pi,

that is, in the line of intersection A' B'. Letting the equation of A' B' be

* If a facet were, it could be replaced by two facets that would not be.
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t cos a2 + u sin a2 = p2, we may write:

fi = a2 (t cos a2 + u sin a2 — p2) in (e2 = Si — r%),

= 0 in Z) — e2

(5) z = C + /1 + /2 is z = c + /i, or ti, in n,

is z = ç + /1 + P2 — (c + /1), or P2, in e2,

is  iT2 in T2,

is z = c in D — Si.

Similarly/3 = P3 — P2 = a3 (t cos a3 + u sin a3 — p3) in (e3 = Si — n — r2),

= 0 in D — e3,

etc.

The process may evidently be continued over Si. In dealing next, in

exactly the same manner, with S->, we leave the function z unchanged in Si,

because the auxiliary functions /< are zero outside the sector in question.    The
r

process may, therefore, be continued till we obtain the function z = c + 5^/,-,
1

which is n in t, , and is the function F used above.

Now, since the following integrals exist,*

(6) ffi> =  f(f-F)<t>+ [f<¡>,
•'D Jd Jd       •

and since

i F<t> = c I 4> + E«¡ I (' cosa, + m sin a, — p,) d>,

in which by 2° the first term on the right-hand side approaches zero as n be-

comes infinite, and, r being fixed after e is chosen, the second term approaches

zero by 3°, it follows from Io, (2), and (6) that

I fd> \< e  I  \<t>\ + \   I F<t> \< eM+ t        (n,m, ••• >n,,„).
I Jj> Jd I Jd

Necessity.—By referring to the proof of the necessary part of Theorem 4,

it will be seen that 1° is necessary. If 2° is not satisfied, the theorem is con-

tradicted by the function / = 1, and if 3° is not satisfied it is contradicted

by the continuous function / defined as follows: / = t cos a + u sin a — p

in d, = 0 in D — d.

§ 5. Explanation and proof of Theorem 6.—Let {BJ be a set of " monotone

increasing point sets " in the field A . Such a set may conveniently be defined

by means of an auxiliary function \¡/ ( t, u, • • • ).   Let rp be an arbitrary,

* See S 2, Lemma 1.
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limited, L-integrable function, defined in A. Then, for each number X, BK

is the set of points where $ < X, and consequently A — BA is the set where

X < ip. It is evident that all of \Bk] will be obtained if X be confined to

the interval * ( min \p, max yp + 1 ), for, if X is not in this interval, B* either

consists of no points or is A. We shall therefore restrict X in this manner.

Now/ is to be regarded as "monotone increasing with respect to {Bk} ,"

provided it is defined and limited in A, and, £ being an arbitrary number

greater than min/, the set of points E( where / < £ is a J5A. These provi-

sions make / i-integrable. F6, then, depends for its definition on the choice

of *.

Lemma : If/(¿, w, •••) belongs to F6, and if <j> (t, u, • • ■) is absolutely

L-integrable in A,

I f     I  - If
I f<t> \< 3 max |/1 • max| I   <p\.

I «/it I A      I J   X      I

For, by a theorem of Lebesgue's,f using/, <b in place of his <b,/, respectively,

we have

I fcb | ^ max |/1 • ( max    '   í + max ! 4>   ) 5 3 max |/1 • max   I   <b\,
\Ja \    A    I Jb), *    I Ja-bk   I / I Jbk

since evidently

I f If If If.*  <    I * +    I    *<2 max I I   * I
Ja-b^    I      I Ja I Jb\     I x    [ Jb*    I

The sufficiency of condition Io follows directly from the lemma, and therefore

we proceed at once to show that 2° and 3° are necessary.

If <b is not absolutely i-integrable, the function / = 1 belongs to F6 and

the integral over A of f<b does not exist as an absolutely convergent integral.

If there exists a Z?A for which 3° is not satisfied, the function which equals

— 1 in this Bk and zero in A — 5X contradicts the theorem. It only remains

to show that the second part of 2° is necessary. To do this we shall assume a

part of what has just been shown necessary, viz., that

(1)    (/»is absolutely X-integrable for each n, m, • • •, and for each X, HK

exists % so that

(2) \( <b\<HK (n, m, ••• >nH).

Let us suppose U = \BX\ to be the set of B¿s for which the particular family

* See the third note to § 3.

t A n n a, 1 e s de l'Ecole Normale, loe. cit., p. 443. The notation max u is used

to signify the maximum of u regarded as a function of X.

J We might assume here that H is arbitrarily small, i. e., 3°, but in the proof of Theorem 7

we need to have 2° proved necessary without this assumption.
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Ft in question exists, U being defined by some preassigned function \f>. Suppose

the second part of 2° to be not satisfied. Then, for I and N arbitrary, there

exist the numbers n (1), m (I), • • • > N, and X (I), so that

(3) f    <¡>[n(l), m(l), ■■•]>l.

By (2) there exists a number M, which we may take > 1, and a corresponding

nM, so that

(4) Jl d>(n, m, •••)
.     A

< M (n, to, ••• >nM)-

Now let I = 2M > 2, Ni = nM.   By (3) there exist the numbers nx, mt,

> Ni + 1, and Xi, so that

(5)

Take, next,

I    $ (nx, mi, ) >2M>2.

I f I
l=\ I    4>(ni,mi, •••)\ + l, N2 = m&x(ni,mi, ••■) > Ni + 1.

Then there exist the numbers ni,mt, ••• > 2V2 + 2, and X2, so that

(6)
If I     I f

I    4>(nit m2, •••)   > II    <t>(ni,mi, •■■)
Jbx. I «Ab».

+ 1.

Proceeding in this manner we have finally the following sequences, of which

the first and third diverge to infinity:

n¡¡ < Mi, mi,

Xi,

< n2, m2,

X2,

(7)
If I     I f

2 < 2AÍ <    I    4>(ni, m¡, •■ ■ ) \< II    </>(nü, m2, •• • )

No X,- is repeated an infinite number of times, for otherwise the absolute value

of the integral over Bx, of d> ( n, m, • • • ) diverges to infinity for a certain

sequence of (n, m, • • • )'s, and therefore the function / which equals — 1

in Bx, and 0 in A — B^ contradicts the theorem. Consequently infinitely

many of the X,'s are distinct, and we may assume without loss of generality

that they are all distinct.

Since the X's are infinite in number they may be represented by a point-set

in (min i¿, max ^ + 1 ) which must have at least one limit point, L; and there-

fore there exists among the X's an infinite set, X', X", • • •, having i as a

limit point, such that, either
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(a)

or

(b)

X' > X" >

X' < X" < • • •,

or both.    By the definition of BK, then, either

(A) By 5 BK„ 5 ■■■
or

(B) B\> < Bk" <

Case B.—By (7) and (4), for an arbitrary I and an arbitrary N, there exists

a X(i) of (b) so that n», m», • • • > N, and simultaneously

f     *(n«, »», •••)  >2M4-¿,        I f«(n», m», •••)
•Vco I «A*Bx(0

Applying these inequalities to the identity

< M.

f ♦(«», TO»,   •••)=    f-   f
«M-B.(0 «/A JBAi)

we have

If        *(n<*>, to», •..)|-s| f-  f     \>~M+2M+l= M + l.
I Ja-BA\) I «'A «Z.B. (i) I

There exists in (b) a sequence X(,l), X(,,), • • • so that

II </.(n(i,>,m(<,); )<
BA'h) II. 0(n(i,), to,.<*«)

Bx«.)

^4 — Bki*i) > A — BA«i) >

and the former sequence diverges to infinity. By reference to (7) it is now clear

that, without loss of generality, we may assume Case A ; and, to save changing

subscripts, let us suppose ( a ) and ( A ) to have been true of (7). Case B, con-

tinued, would mean that the gf's defined later would be related to A — BK

as, in Case A, they are related to Bk, except that the numbers would be

positive instead of negative.   Assuming Case A, then, we may add to (7):

(8) Xi > X2 > and       BAl > BA, >

and here the X's are all different and the first sequence has the limit L.

We are now ready to show the existence of a function g which contradicts

the theorem.    Setting ¿i = 2M, and so, rewriting

(5) 0 (ill,   TOi,   •• ■ ) > h = 2M,
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we note that, since, ni, mi, ••• are fixed, the following is, by (1) finite:

Zi = max Í   d< (ni, mi,
¡Jb.

)

Let ffi = 0 in A — BKi, = — 1 in BA,. If the integral over A of

gid> (n, m, • ■ • ) does not approach zero as n becomes infinite, Oi is the

desired function, for BAl belongs to U and therefore pi to Ft. Supposing, the

worse case then, that this is not true, there exists a m > 0 so that

(9)

Set

(10)

I  f I
I ai <t> (n, m,  •••)   < 1 (n, to,

Ja
>Ml).

k = 22Li.

By going far enough in (7) to a X which, dropping intermediate X's, we may

rename X2, we have simultaneously

(11)

Set

(12)

(13)

I    4> ( n2, m2,
\JBkt

)   > 22 Li = U; n2, m2,  • • • > /n.

X2 = max I   0 ( n¡, ms,
•AB.

)

¡72 = 0 in A - B„„

2     -1 .

/2     2Ii
in BAs-

By (11) and (8), respectively,

(14) U>Li, and       BM>Bi,.

Consider the function ai + g2.

InBAl,fll + ff2= - 1 -2/h< -1.

In ¿4 — BA,, 0i + <72 =  either — 1, or 0.

In BAl, 0i + g2 = either — 2 / fe — 1, or —1, <0.

In A — BAl, 0i + 02 = 0.

For any number £ which is greater than min ( gi + g2 ), the set of points

where <7i + g2 < {is either BA,, BA,, or A, all of which belong to U. Hence

0i + 02 belongs to Ft. Therefore, if the integral over A of the product

(gi + 02)<t>(n, m, ■■•) does not approach zero as n becomes infinite,

0i + 02 is the function desired.

Otherwise, there exists u2 > 0 so that

(15) Í (0i + 02)«(n> to» ••*)
\Ja

< 1       (n, m, ••• > in).
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Set

(16) l3 = 23L2, etc.

Finally, if (the worst case) the number of steps is infinite, there exists a

function g, limited in A,

(17) g(t, u, •■■) = gi + g2+ ■•■,

where * g i = — 2¡U in BM, = 0 in A — B^; for (17) may be compared with

the series,

_1_2_2__... = _1_X_J_...
l2     h 2Li     22L2

and this converges, since, by (14) and corresponding formula? for the later

indices, Li< L2< • • •. Moreover, g belongs to F*; for, by (8), we have for

any i

2 2 2 2
in-Bx,,ff<?i+-|-0,= -l-r--r< — 1 —r-- r~,

t2 ti t2 H-i

2 2
mA-BKi,g = gi-\-[-g, > - 1 — y—-T~ ,

and, for any £ such that min ¡7 < £ < max g + 1, Bt is some B^, which

belongs to U.   It only remains to show, then, that

(18) Jg<b(n,m,---)

does not converge to zero as n becomes infinite.

For each subscript j > 2,

I g<b(nj, mjt •••) = £ I ff.«(ny> to./, • •• ) + I gi<b(n¡, m¡, • ■ •)
Ja <=i ••'a -'a

4-¿ ff,+(%,'«v,--o-i+n+ni.
i=¡í+l «/A

By (15) etc., 111 < 1.
By (13) etc., and by (11) etc.,

f        1
|II|=    I   ¿7^7—<t>(nj,mj, •••)

I^ba,       -kj'-i

By successive applications of (13) etc., (12) etc., and (14) etc., we have

2'Z,-i
>2^Ly_1-2-

1111 =

*{^+2i^+-')L><h+^+---<* (i>2)
* Except that gi - - 2Af / It,
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Hence, U j > 2,
|I + II + III|>2-l-i = i,

and (18) is proved.

§ 6. Let us now consider the integral

f(t,u)6(t,u; x, y; n, m) dE

and its convergence to / ( x, y) at the arbitrary, fixed point ( x, y) of the

limited, measurable field E, in space of two * dimensions.

Theorem 7 : Let (a) f be continuous at (x, y), (b) f belong to one of the families

F of the previous theorems, (c) E satisfy the conditions imposed on the field of in-

tegration in that one of the preceding theorems which relates to the F in question,

(d) Vs be a circle of radius 8 > 0, whose center is (x,y), and suppose also that

E is dense and metric in some Vt.

Conditions that this integral may approach f (x, y), as n becomes infinite, for

all f's belonging to one of the families F, may be stated in the several cases as

follows:

If F is Fi, F[, F2, Ps, or F i, it is necessary and sufficient that there exist a So

so that, for every positive S < 6o, (Io) the conditions of the previous theorem

relating to the F in question are satisfied for E — Vt, that (2°) there exist an M

so that the integral over Vt<>of the absolute value of 6is less than M,if n,m> nM,

and that (3°) the integral over E of 8 approach unity as n becomes infinite.

If F is Fe or Ft, it is sufficient that the sufficient conditions involved in Io

be satisfied with respect to BA, where BA is the part of BA in E — Vt, that 3° be

satisfied, and that (2a°) there exist an M so that the absolute value of the integral

over BA'of 9 is less than M,if n,m> nM, for all S's ^ á0 andall \'s uniformly,

where BA' is the part pf BA in Vs.

If F is Fs, it is necessary and sufficient that the necessary and sufficient con-

ditions, respectively, of Theorem 5 be satisfied relative to E, 3° replacing 2° of

Theorem 5, and the region d being defined by using (x, y) as a new origin; this

imposes a certain restriction on E (cf. the second sentence in § 4).

The proof of this theorem follows from the preceding theorems in much the

same manner as the proof of the corresponding theorem f in one dimension

follows from their analogues.

Applications to series of normal functions.

§7. Theorem 8: Let-Wi (t,u, • • • ) be a complete set of normal % functions in

* The generalization to more than two dimensions in certain cases is evident from the

preceding theorems.   See abo the first note to § 1.

tAnnales de la Faculté de Toulouse, loe. cit., p. 70. Note also the remark

concerning the integral on page 28.

11, e., orthogonal functions of which the integrals of the squares over the field in question

are equal to unity.   Consult, e. g., Riesz, next footnote.

I
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the limited, measurable field A . In order that the coefficients of the formal de-

velopment of f(t,u, • • • ) in terms of the w's may exist for sufficiently large values

of i and approach zero as i becomes infinite, for all functions f of each of the

families Fi, F2, F3, Ft, and F¡, previously considered, it is necessary and suffi-

cient that in each case there exist an M so that when i > iuthe inequality mentioned

below for the family in question is satisfied:

If F is Fi, (Io) | Wi | shall be less than M.

If F is F2, (2°) the integral over A of w] shall be less than M.

If F is F3, (3°) the integral over A of | w¡ | shall be less than M.

If F is Ft, or Ft, (4°) the integral over C of | w,-1 shall be less than M.

Corollary: Similar statements may be made for functions of one variable,

and in that case we have the additional statement that if f is a function of limited

variation, it is necessary and sufficient that M exist so that, if i > iM,the absolute

value of the integral from a to X of «>,• is less than M for all X1's in (a, b), (a,b)

being the interval in which the functions are defined.

It will be shown that if F is Fi, Io is necessary and sufficient. If F is some

other family, the proof is analogous.

Sufficiency.—F. Riesz * has shown that if { w¡ } is as in our hypothesis,

and if/2 (and therefore, by Schwarz's inequality,t/) is absolutely i-integrable,

the series of the squares of the coefficients,

is convergent.    Hence, under these conditions, each coefficient, (1)  I /«>,,

approaches zero as i becomes infinite, and this is true in particular when

/ = 1 in a and zero elsewhere, a being any measurable component of A.   That

is, provided only that {wi} be as above, (2)  I Wi approaches zero as i becomes

infinite. This is condition 2° of Theorem 1, and in our hypothesis Io is condi-

tion Io of that theorem, w¡ being a special case of <b (n, m, •••)• Hence (1)

follows from Io and (2).

Necessity.—If w, does not satisfy Io, then by Theorem 1 there exists an /

belonging to Fi for which the integral over A of fw¡ does not approach zero as

i becomes infinite.    Therefore Io is necessary.

§8. Double Fourier Series: Let f(t, u) have the double period 2ir

in the ¿«-plane, and be absolutely Z-integrable in the square S, where S is

(a:— ir < ¿ < a: + ir, y — w ^_ u ^ y -\- ir), and  ( x, y) is an arbitrary,

♦Comptes Rendus, vol. 144 (1907), p. 616, p. 734.   Riesz does not state that
P is supposed L-integrable, but he implies it in his proof.

t Annales de l'Ecole Normale, loe. cit., p. 442.
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fixed point.    We may formally develop / ( x, y ) in a double series of the form,

CO

52 [ ( an sin ix + b,j cos ix ) sin jy + ( c„ sin ix + d¡, cos ix ) cos jy ].

As is well known, it may be shown in a manner analogous to the method used

in simple series that the sum of all those terms whose subscripts are not

greater than n, m, respectively, may be put in the form :

S,„  ... „ï- 1   ftfi ]A[^h(2n+l)(t-x)smj(2m+l)(u-y)-\
o(n,m;x,y) =-j, I f(t,u)\-r—;—j——.-r-x—:—t—.-r— .

irJs L     2sinJ(r —a;) 2sm%(u — y)     J

We now define the sum of the double series to mean the double * limit of

S ( n, m ), if this limit exists, as n, m become infinite. We will show that,

under certain circumstances, this limit does exist and is equal to / ( x, y ).

In this integral we make the substitutions:

t - x = 2a', u - y = 2/3'; 2ra + 1 = v, 2m + 1 = /i.

S becomes the square (— x/2 ^ «', 0' ^ x/2). Then, making the trans-

formation,

a = a', ß = ß', where 0 <| a', ß' ^ x/2,

a = - a'1, 0 = p", where - x/ 2 =; a' =; 0 and 0 ^ ß'^ ir/ 2,

a=-a', ß=-ß', where- x/2^a', /3'^ 0,

a = a', ß= - ß', where 0 ^ a' ^ x/2 and - t/2 ^ j3' ̂  0,

and proceeding in a manner analogous to the well-known f theory for simple

Fourier series, we may learn that the validity of the expansion depends on

the convergence to zero, as v becomes infinite, of the integral

_ .        .        T sin va sin ^/3    .     „,      ,
D(v,u)=      -7——v—-d>(a,ß),where

Jst  sin a sin p

(2)    i>(a,ß)=f(x-2a, y-2ß)+f(x+2a,y-2ß)

+ f(x-2cc, y + 2ß)+f(x + 2a, y + 2ß) - 4f (x, y),

and Si denotes the square, (Ö^a, 0 ^ x/2).

The substitutions made above are valid if the various integrals may be ex-

pressed as iterated integrals, t a condition which is fulfilled since the double

* Cf. the first footnote to this paper.

t E. g., Pmrpont, loc. cit., vol. 2, pp. 421-3.
{Annales de l'École Normale, loc. cit., pp. 447-60.
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integrals* exist, / being absolutely L-integrable f and sin va\ sin a,

sin jujS/ sin ß being limited for each v, u.

Theorem 9: If f (t, u) is absolutely L-integrable in S, its double Fourier

series is valid at the fixed point (x, y), provided, in (2), <b (a, ß) / aß is absolutely

L-integrable in Si.

Proof.—Writing D ( v, u ) in the form,

JC <b ( a, ß ) a sin va • ß sin nß

s,      aß sin a sin ß       '

we learn from Theorem 1 that it is sufficient to show that

a sin va ■ ß sin fiß
(3)

and

(4)

sin a sin ß

Xa sin va • ß
sin a si

< some M, for all v, n,

• ß sin txß

sin ß

approaches zero for each q in Si, as v, y. become infinite. Since 1 ̂  a/sin a ^ v/2,

a in (0, r\2), and | sin va \ ^ 1, (3) is evident. We may write (4) in the

forms,

p«_sin^  rß_^dß[rc^nvadalY f^dJ
Ja     sin a        Ja     sin ß [_Ja     sino J L Ja     sin ß     r J

since the double integral exists, and the limits, a, b, are constant. Now

a /sin a is monotone increasing in (0, x/2), and sin va is Z-integrable.

Hence the lemma of § 5 applies, and

ra sin va
—;-da

sin a
< 3 max

sin a
I  P.ax    I

A     I Ja
max sin va da

_ T      1 . _  3lT
< 3 • ~ • - max   cos va — cos v\   < —.

2   v    k ^   v

ra sin va ,    f/3 sin rf,   I _ 9h-2
—:-da I   —:—t— dß   < -,

sin a        Ja     sin /3        |       v¡x

and (4) is proved.

Corollary: If f is absolutely L-integrable in S, the validity of the expansion

at ( x, y) depends only on the behavior of the function in the vicinity of the lines

through this point parallel to the coordinate axes.

For it is only in this vicinity that additional restrictions on / are needed in

order to make (piaß integrable.    Cf. Lemma 1, § 2.

* Hobson, Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society,   ser. 2,

vol. 8 (1910), p. 30.
t See Lemma 1, § 2.
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Theorem 10: If f is absolutely L-integrable in S, the coefficients of its formal

series at (x, y) approach zero as a double limit as n, m become infinite.

For sin nt and cos nt are numerically less than or equal to unity for all

values of n and t.    Cf. Theorem 8, Io.

Remark: These theorems include corresponding theorems in simple Fourier

series (already known) as special cases, and may be stated more generally so

as to apply to multiple Fourier series of functions having any desired periods

in the i variables, t, u,

Definite Integrals.

§ 9. Other applications of the fundamental theorems may be found in the

evaluation of absolutely convergent, multiple Z-integrals of the form,

J f(t,u, •••)0(<» u, --^dA,

by means of the device of expanding one of these functions, say g, in a multiple

series, multiplying through by /, and integrating term wise. If the partial

sum of such a series be denoted by «„,,„,..., it is clear that this process is equi-

valent to the requirements that the integral over A of the product, f(g—s„,m,...),

exist for sufficiently large values of n, m, • • •, and that its multiple limit be zero.

In Theorems 1-6, therefore, replacing d> (n, m, • • •) by g — s„, m, ..., the

reader will find stated the necessary and sufficient conditions that the process

be allowable.

It will be noticed that condition 2° is satisfied if the series for g converges,

except perhaps for a null set, and is integrable termwise in each set a. Vitali*

has shown that a simple series of limited functions of one variable has this

property if it converges to an integrable function, and if condition la° of

Theorem 3 (cf. Corollary 1, Theorem 3, and footnote) is satisfied. His reason-

ing is sufficient, however (by the aid of a theorem of Lebesguef), to establish

the same result for simple series of absolutely Z-integrable functions of i

variables defined in A , whether these functions are limited or not. Therefore,

at least if simple series be used, the conditions that the above process of evalu-

ation be valid, whenever the 0 series converges to g (except perhaps at a null

set), and all the integrals involved exist, may be stated more simply in certain

cases, as follows:

If f is in Fi, it is sufficient that \g — sn \ be less than M, except perhaps at

a null set, when n> nx.

•Rendiconti di Palermo, vol. 23 (1907), p. 139. Vitali uses la" with reference

to Sn instead of g — s„ , but it is readily shown that there is no difference, since g is integrable.

fAnnales de l'Ecole Normale, loe., cit., p. 375, § 15. A fundamental theorem

in the theory of measurable sets is also needed.   Cf. Pterpont, loc. cit., vol. 2, p. 358.
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If f is in F2, it is sufficient that the integral over A of (g — s„)2 be less titan

M, when n > nM.

Iff isinF¡, it is sufficient that for each y > 0 there exist two numbers, XY > 0,

and ny, so that for every measurable set b in A whose measure is less than \y,

the integral over b of the absolute value of (g — sn) is less than y when n> ny.

For it has previously been shown that if Io of either Theorem 1 or Theorem 2

is satisfied, so is la° of Theorem 3.

These conditions are also necessary in the same sense as the conditions of

Theorem 1 are necessary; that is, if, for example, the first condition is not

satisfied, then there exists an / belonging to Fi for which the process is not

valid.
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